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Project synthesis 
 

The project focuses on dynamics of arabization and islamization in relation with national 
identity building in Sudan, through the analysis of the three notions’ articulation within practical 
processes and social actors’ practices. The central socio-anthropological approach is based on a 
micro-scale perspective although paying attention to macro-scale phenomena, mainly state policies 
related to citizens’ affiliation to an identity forged on categories of Arabness, Islamity and national 
integration. Rooted in classical works on issues of ethnicity, religion and nationality, the project aims at 
renewing the scientific contribution of the debate on the relation between Arab identity and Islam and 
on the issues at stake in the relationship State/citizens in an African country where colonial legacy and 
ethno-cultural pluralism had made particularly complex the objectives of nation-building.  

The project benefits of a coherent research team linked to an ancient and fruitful institutional 
partnership between CEDEJ, University of Khartoum and two European academic institutions, Paris 
8 University and Max Planck Institute. Through interdisciplinarity it takes jointly into account social 
phenomena implied by the three targeted categories. An original approach brings together various 
case studies, analyzed through intensive ethnographic methodology, which deeply inquiry multiple 
paths in making and unmaking the focused groups’ identifications as a source of conflict or as a 
support to solidarity, searching in these processes breaking points or persistent elements, as well as 
underlying manipulations. Far for conceiving such categories as merely cultural or symbolic ones, the 
research looks for their interaction with 1/ urbanization processes and urban/rural interfaces in their 
moving dynamics ; 2/ territorial configuration and access to natural resources as a driver of 
belongings reformulation; 3/ the dialectics between ethno-tribal arrangements and state-driven 
frameworks of identity categorization; 4/ a globalized conjuncture where international actors take 

part in the redefinition of “Arab Muslim World” and its relation with “Western World”.  
Finally, the project is carried out in a particular sociopolitical context : after the long civil war 

linked to the impasse of post-colonial nation-building, the CPA period (2005-2011) opened again the 
reflection on local meanings and policies of nationality and citizenship, then, after the separation of 
South Sudan, Khartoum government put again on the agenda the utopia of a seamless overlapping of 
‘Sudanness’, Arabness and Islam. The complexity and historical depth of this context where 

Sudanese people practices take place and national political orientation are drawn, show the interest of 
a social sciences’ study on the articulation of the three categories which still define, materially and 
symbolically, the meaning of “being” and “being considered as” Arab, Muslim and Sudanese in 
contemporary Sudan.  
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General Objectives 
 

A main objective is the renewed theoretical contribution to the scientific debate. The notions 
at the core of our problematic (the interaction between categories of Arabness, Islamity, national 
identification and the processes in which this « ambiguous trinity » is embedded) have been early 
focused by social sciences’ research. Nonetheless, the present context calls for the resumption of this 
analytical paradigm through a critical perspective able to shed new light on the issue. First, we 
remark that these notions are often dealt with as separated and distinct dimensions: ‘Arabness’, as 
linked to the ethnicity domain specific to anthropologists and linguists ; Islam, as linked to the religious 
domain observed by historians and Islamic studies ; ‘Sudanness’, as pertinent to studies on 
nationalism mainly referred to political scientists. Our approach, thanks to the support of a coherent 
interdisciplinary team, has the objective of taking into account jointly and transversally social 
phenomena implied by these categorizations going beyond the above mentioned disciplinary 
fragmentation. Second, the novelty of the project lies in the effort to embed the analysis of these 
phenomena by rooting it in micro-scale processes able to seize thoroughly the games of a 
plurality of actors and paths which make and unmake multilevel dynamics of identification of 

individuals and groups targeted by the inquiry. Parallel to the ambition of contributing to the renewal of 
a theoretical wider reflection on issues at the core of social sciences’ debate, the particularity of the 
project’s research (notably the issues of «’Arabness’ and Islam) is in the interest to deal with today 
crucial themes and the aim to elaborate conceptual tools which become more and more needed to 
better grasp the reality of an international political context dramatically marked by the exacerbation of 
conflicts and tensions. Through these two main objectives, the global purpose of this project is to 
match the development of a theoretical reflection in the academic domain with the production of a 
scientific knowledge deeply rooted in processes of interpretation and intervention about prominent 
issues of the contemporary world and its imagined futures.  
 
 
 

Specific Objectifs 
 

The project targets specific objectives link to the country where inquiry will be done. While 
Arabization and Islamization issues represent a classical topic of studies in socio-anthropology, 
history and political sciences, which have been affected by a renewed attention following political 
events of international relevance in the last decades (11/9/2001. Gulf and Middle East wars, global 
war on terror), the case of Sudan remains relatively less explored in this panorama. This is partly due 
to its complex position compared to other African or Middle East countries, witnessed by the lack of 
an univocal classification within areas delimited by social sciences (Sub-saharian Africa, North Africa, 
Middle East). This “multiple marginality” of Sudan, its geographical and socio-historical position at 
the cross-road of different geo-cultural areas, has reshaped in an original way Sudanese populations 
identification dynamics in a remarkable plural and osmotic way. Such particularity makes Sudan an 
ideal laboratory where to test research tools and notions which have been experimented in other 

spaces of the Arab Muslim and African world.  
The present context enhances the value of the project’s focus. In fact, while the 

peculiarities of historical processes and the multiethnic multi-confessional features of Sudan have 
illustrated the centrality (and the potentiality in terms both of conflict and solidarity) of the issues of 
Arabness, Islamity and nation building since the colonial era, the aim is here to put such issues in 
the perspective of the contemporary context. After the end of a long civil war (linked to the impasses 
of national unity and of a consensual definition of labels for Arabs and Muslims), at the end of the 
CPA period the separation of South Sudan has once more shaken and altered the framework of local 
belongings and policies about nationality and citizenship, as far as Khartoum government, based on 
Islamic law since now 30 years, has put again on its agenda the utopia of the indisputable 
overlapping ot ‘Sudanness’, Arabness and Islamity. Our project targets the elaboration of a renewed 
original analysis of the articulation between Arabization, Islamization and national identity through 
the insight of a dynamic dimension and a focus on the period after 2011.  

Such objectives wish to enrich scientific knowledge on Sudan as a case study fully 
participating to the theoretical development of social sciences’ wider reflection. At the same time, the 
enhancement of French research in and on this country is pursued in continuity with former 
partnership activities in scientific collaboration and fieldwork research training. 
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Methodology 
 
 

A. Centrality of interdisciplinarity and synergy between different disciplinary horizons 

 

The interdisciplinary approach, major asset of the team, strictly linked to theoretical options and 

problematic, will nourish the formulation of hypothesis and common research questions, as well as it 

will permeate the project at the level of data production’s practices. In this framework, anthropology 

will have a fundamental role, through the implementation of ethnographic methods of data collection, 

aiming at seizing “from below” the moving and plural dynamics of belongings, their material roots, their 

local conceptualizations, by suggesting its comparative and holistic disciplinary perspective. Primarily 

dived into the analysis of alterity forms and belongings arrangements, at the level of fieldwork, 

researchers of this discipline will mainly focus on the embodiment of ethnicities (Arabness and other) 

while paying attention to the religious domain and particularly to socio-cultural expression of « ordinary 

or daily Islam ». Political sociology’s researchers will mainly point out local arenas where power 

relations’ negotiation is led in strict reference with the three categories : through the lens of 

movements and parties explicitly claimed as political organizations, through the perspective of 

implicitly political institutions (for ex. Sufi brotherhoods or Muslim NGOs) or through the lens of official 

public policies, they will aim to grasp within this galaxy of actors, discourses crossing ethnicity, 

religious affiliation, nationalism, seen both through their ideological paradigms and social action 

practices. Law disciplinary approach is supposed to contribute by a study on modes for codifying 

identities through ethno-tribal, religious and national categorizations, within subsequent or 

simultaneous legislations (British colonial Common Law, customary lax, sharia), matching its insight 

on legal practices and actual performances where social actors rely on the “institutional bricolage” of 

legal references. The support of geography will be needed to examine the relationship between 

space appropriation (for residential or productive uses) and the negotiation of territorial legitimacy, by 

inquiring such domains as places for the performance of legitimating identities as well as sources of 

creative shaping of the latter. The contribution of linguistics will be fundamental for the general 

analysis tracks, thanks to the study of language practices in relation with the construction of 

paradigms of belonging and their transmission, based on the idea of a recurrent shift from linguistic 

Arabicization towards ethno-cultural assimilation and/or Islamization, and paying a special attention to 

the weight of language policies in Sudan as far as the redefinition of global identities is concerned. 

Urban studies’ approach will be also a basic insight for avoiding the trend to relegate ethnicity issues 

in the unique domain of rurality as well as for the aim of including it within the framework of urban 

spaces restructuration dynamics in a global neoliberal context. Finally, history will supply an 

unavoidable disciplinary background in reason of the relevance of understanding long-term and mid-

term, local, regional and national, dynamics embedded in the complex universe of identity 

reconfigurations in their historicity.  

 

B. Data collection methodology and data bases 

 

The complexity and multiplicity of sources and action’s fields of identity constructions lead us to 

stress the importance of the synergy between different disciplinary approaches above mentioned. 

Despite disciplinary specificities and variation, all researchers will adopt intensive fieldwork methods 

and a general approach claiming for the “rigor of the qualitative”. Qualitative data systematization and 

crossing will be made effective thanks to a preliminary elaboration of common tools (interviews 

canvas as semi-structured or life stories, forms for observation or discourse recording, conceptual 

maps, cartography, guidelines for sample selection, common protocol for inquiry practices). Although 

the priority will be given to fieldwork oral sources, coherently with the general approach and 

problematic, a relevant part of the research will be carried out on written sources, more precisely on 

law texts, religious and political texts, school manuals, news-papers. We also plan to produce three 

data bases on relevant domains of the research issues: 
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 Data Base 1. on marriage practices, recording on a four generation depth the marital alliances of 

a selected sample from various case studies. 

 Data Base 2. on law texts, selecting excerpts of a varied legislative apparatus (colonial and post-
colonial) where prerogatives linked to the categories of Arabness, Islam and nationality are 
defined and endowed with codified rights and duties.  

 Data Base 3. on toponymy, recording and mapping streets, monuments, quarters, localities 

names – official and informal – searching for the inscription of identity references within the spatial 
and memorial lived dimension.  

 
C. Case studies choice and research transversal themes  

 

A particular attention will be paid to the choice of case studies, targeting options which can 

guarantee both the significant variation of contexts and the possibility of their comparison. A 

relevant part of case studies will be chosen in urban contexts, in reason of the scarcity of previous 

studies on these issues, even if the extension to some rural contexts will be unavoidable. By crossing 

their competences and their interests on empirical contexts, the researchers will gather in 

interdisciplinary sub-teams and will integrate their fieldworks into the following transversal issues or 

themes: 

 

 THEME 1. Arabness, Islamity and ‘Sudanness’ in crossed urban contexts. Case studies in the 

Three Towns (Khartoum, Khartoum North, Omdurman) and in the peri-urban area of Greater 
Khartoum. 

 THEME 2. At the margins of Arabness and at the periphery of nation state. Case studies on Beja 

Nuba, Nubians, Darfur groups in their original territories and in migration contexts in the capital.   

 THEME 3. The pastoral component, an archetype of Arab Muslim sources. Case studies on nomad 
and settled pastoralists from Central, Eastern and Western Sudan. 

 THEME 4. The state and the written codification and transmission of identities. Written and oral 

sources on colonial and post-colonial history, statutory legislation and didactical material for 
schools. 
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